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Abstract 38 

 39 

An intense rainband associated with Typhoon 1326 (Wipha) induced a fatal debris flow on 40 

Izu Oshima, Japan, on October 15-16, 2013. This rainband formed along a local front 41 

between the southeasterly humid warm air around the typhoon and the northeasterly cold 42 

air from the Kanto Plain. In this paper, the Japan Meteorological Agency Nonhydrostatic 43 

Model was optimized for the “K computer,” and ultra-high-resolution (500-250 m grid spacing) 44 

numerical simulations of the rainband with a large domain were conducted. 45 

Two of main factors that affect a numerical weather prediction (NWP) model, (1) grid 46 

spacing and (2) planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes [Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino 47 

(MYNN) and Deardorff (DD)], were investigated. Experiments with DD (Exps_DD: grid 48 

spacings of 2 km, 500 m, and 250 m) showed better reproducibility of the rainband position 49 

than experiments with MYNN (Exps_MYNN: grid spacings of 5 km, 2 km, and 500 m). 50 

Exps_DD simulated distinct convective-scale up/downdraft pairs on the southeast/northwest 51 

sides of the front, whereas those of Exps_MYNN were not clear. Exps_DD yielded stronger 52 

cold pools near the surface than did Exps_MYNN. These differences in the boundary layer 53 

structures likely had a large impact on the position of the front and the associated rainband. 54 

Exps_DD with the 500-m grid spacing showed the best precipitation performance according 55 

to the Fractions Skill Score. 56 

To check other factors of the precipitation forecast, model domain sizes, lateral boundary 57 
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conditions in nesting simulations, and terrain representations were investigated. In the small 58 

domain experiments, the rainband shapes were very different from the observations. In the 59 

experiment using a nesting procedure, the deterioration of the forecast performance was 60 

acceptably reduced. The model with fine terrains better reproduced the intense rain over the 61 

island. These results demonstrate that the ultra-high-resolution NWP model with a large 62 

domain has the possibility to improve predictions of heavy rain. 63 

 64 

Keywords: high-resolution NWP; heavy rainfall; JMA-NHM; K computer 65 

  66 
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1. Introduction 67 

In Japan, heavy rainfall occasionally causes disasters such as debris flows and floods 68 

that induce severe societal damages. For example, torrential heavy rain induced debris 69 

flows on the island of Izu Oshima in October 2013 and in Hiroshima in August 2014. In these 70 

two cases, there was a large difference in the spatial scale; the former was a rainband 71 

accompanying the stationary front associated with a typhoon, whereas the latter was a line-72 

shaped rainband caused by “back-building formation” in a relatively narrow region. The 73 

lengths of the rainbands (exceeding 50 mm/3h at peak period) were approximately 330 and 74 

80 km, respectively. 75 

Ogura (1991) investigated local heavy rainfalls in Japan in the 1980s and pointed out that 76 

many mesoscale convection systems have a line-shaped precipitation structure. Convective 77 

rainbands are roughly classified into squall-line and back-building types. In Japan, most 78 

torrential rains are caused by back-building types in the sense that, viewed from an existing 79 

convection cell, new cells are generated in the upstream direction of an environmental wind 80 

and the cells develop to form a line-shaped precipitation structure. 81 

Tsuguti and Kato (2014) conducted a statistical analysis of synoptic-scale disturbances 82 

that cause torrential rains and the shape of precipitation systems in Japan between 1995 83 

and 2009. The most frequent cases of synoptic-scale disturbances were caused by 84 

typhoons and tropical cyclones (32.4%), followed by stationary fronts, the far-reaching 85 

impact of typhoons and tropical cyclones, atmospheric depressions, and cold fronts. Except 86 
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for the case of typhoons and tropical cyclones, 64.4% of the precipitation systems were line-87 

shaped. Conversely, Bluestein and Jain (1985) analyzed the organizing processes of 88 

mesoscale convective-line systems based on 11-year radar observation data in Oklahoma 89 

State and classified the processes into four types: broken line, back building, broken areal, 90 

and embedded areal. Seko (2010) investigated the shapes and maintenance mechanisms 91 

of meso-beta-scale line-shaped precipitation systems in Japan and found their forms to be 92 

“side and back-building types,” in addition to the squall-line and back-building types. 93 

To mitigate the damages of disasters by heavy rain, accurate numerical weather prediction 94 

(NWP) with a sufficient lead time is necessary to suggest early evacuation to local residents. 95 

The accuracy of NWPs depends on both the initial and boundary conditions and the 96 

numerical model. As is well known, the initial condition has a critical impact on the short-97 

range weather forecast, and data assimilation is widely used to extract information from 98 

observations (Kalnay 2003; Lahoz et al. 2010). 99 

Meanwhile, the accuracy of numerical models depends on several factors such as the 100 

resolution, domain, dynamics, and physical processes. A finer grid spacing contributes to 101 

improving the representation of deep moist convection, reducing finite discretization errors, 102 

and expressing more realistic topography. Several studies have focused on the impact of 103 

different resolutions in NWPs. Roberts and Lean (2008) examined whether an increase in 104 

the horizontal resolution (grid spacing) of an experiment (12, 4, and 1 km) could produce 105 

more skillful precipitation forecasts. They concluded that the 1-km experiment had the best 106 
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performance for rainfall prediction. Weushoff et al. (2010) investigated the performances of 107 

three regional NWP models (COSMO, ALADIN, and AROME) over the Alps at different 108 

resolutions. They showed that all of the high-resolution forecasts outperformed the low-109 

resolution forecasts. Bryan et al. (2003) demonstrated that accurate simulations of 110 

convective processes require a horizontal grid spacing on the order of 100 m. Bryan and 111 

Morrison (2012) investigated the sensitivities of microphysics and the horizontal grid 112 

distances (4, 1, and 0.25 km) for the simulation of a squall line and showed that both factors 113 

influence the results, even though some quantities (e.g., the surface rainfall) were more 114 

sensitive to the resolution. 115 

Many studies have performed sensitivity tests on grid spacing, cumulus parameterization 116 

schemes, planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes, and cloud microphysics for various 117 

heavy rain events. For example, Tao et al. (2011) examined the sensitivities of several 118 

microphysics and PBL schemes in the case of an extreme rainfall event associated with a 119 

typhoon in Taiwan using the Weather Research and Forecasting model with 2-km horizontal 120 

grid spacing. They showed that, in their case, the cloud microphysics affected the results 121 

rather than the PBL schemes. Fiori et al. (2014) performed a sensitivity experiment on an 122 

extreme rainfall event in Italy with a 1-km grid experiment, which used three different 123 

convection closures (explicit, Kain–Fritsch, and Betts–Miller–Janjic) and two cloud 124 

microphysics schemes. They suggested that the optimal microphysical parameters specified 125 

for this event had a positive impact on the prediction of the precipitation intensities. However, 126 
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they also suggested the necessity to repeat similar experiments for different cases. 127 

In mesoscale modeling, when the turbulence length scale L is comparable to the 128 

horizontal resolution Δ, such a region is called the “Terra Incognita” (TI; Wyngaard 2004) or 129 

the “gray zone,” and it is debatable what type of parameterization is required in such a case. 130 

When the horizontal resolution and the boundary layer depth are on similar scales, it is not 131 

clear what should be done because turbulent eddies that are and are not resolved are mixed. 132 

It is well known that closure models for large-eddy simulations (LESs) using schemes 133 

such as the Deardorff (DD; Deardorff 1980) scheme tend to underestimate the subgrid-scale 134 

heat flux in the lower boundary layer and overestimate the grid-resolved vertical fluxes of 135 

the heat and moisture (the grid-scale disturbance) in cases of coarse-grid spacing (Shin and 136 

Hong 2015). In PBL schemes, local schemes that consider local stability only (e.g., the DD 137 

scheme) tend to underestimate the vertical mixing and maintain the absolute instability near 138 

the surface, which yields overestimations of the grid-scale convection (Ching et al. 2014). 139 

One NWP model, the Japan Meteorological Agency nonhydrostatic model (JMA-NHM; 140 

hereafter “NHM”), has implemented the Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino (MYNN; 141 

Nakanishi and Niino 2004) scheme, which is regarded as one of the most sophisticated PBL 142 

schemes available. It is common to use the MYNN scheme when the horizontal resolution 143 

is larger than the boundary layer depth (e.g., the horizontal grid spacing is 2 km or more) 144 

such as in operational applications. However, when the horizontal resolution becomes 145 

sufficiently high to start resolving the boundary layer turbulence, an LES-based model such 146 
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as the DD scheme seems more suitable. 147 

Kato (2011, 2012) investigated the dependency of snowfall forecasts on horizontal (0.5–148 

5 km) and vertical grid spacings and turbulence schemes (MYNN level 3 and DD). In those 149 

studies, the turbulent scheme had a larger impact on the precipitation amount than did the 150 

horizontal resolution. However, no experiments have been conducted using a high-151 

resolution NWP model to compare MYNN and DD in heavy rain predictions. It is important 152 

to examine how MYNN and DD impact the representation of mesoscale convective systems 153 

and the quantitative forecasts of intense rain. 154 

Precipitation associated with a frontal system is often enhanced by orographic forcing. 155 

Oku et al. (2010) compared for two cloud-resolving models: NHM and the Weather 156 

Research and Forecasting model (WRF) with similar model settings and topography data. 157 

They pointed out that not only the differences in model numerics and physics but also slight 158 

changes in the representation of topography induce significant differences in the 159 

representations of extreme weather. Nunalee et al. (2015) used a high-resolution numerical 160 

model (1-km grid spacing) to simulate actual cases of atmospheric flow past mountainous 161 

islands using three different topography datasets. They found the use of accurate orographic 162 

boundary conditions to be advantageous when running high-resolution mesoscale models. 163 

Roberts et al. (2009) investigated the orographic enhancement of rain in England using the 164 

Met Office Unified Model (UM) with different grid spacings of 12, 4, and 1 km. Their results 165 

showed the benefit of increased resolution in the UM and the benefit of coupling high-166 
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resolution rainfall forecasts to the probability distributed model for flood warnings. 167 

In general, the model domain size is determined by a trade-off between the spatiotemporal 168 

scales of the targeted phenomena and the available computational resources. Several 169 

studies have investigated the influence of the domain size on precipitation predictions in 170 

climate models. Larsen et al. (2013) examined the regional climate model (HIRHAM) with 171 

different model domain sizes (1400–5500 km) and different horizontal grid spacings (5.5, 11, 172 

and 12 km) for precipitation simulations. They concluded that, in their case, the domain sizes 173 

were more important than the resolutions in reproducing the precipitation. Bray et al. (2011) 174 

investigated the sensitivity of the domain size and the buffer zone to the uncertainty of 175 

extreme rainfall downscaling using the Pennsylvania State University–National Center for 176 

Atmospheric Research fifth-generation mesoscale model (MM5). They noted that the 177 

domain size and the buffer zone have a significant impact on the model rainfall estimates. 178 

Davies (2014) determined some general guidelines for lateral boundary condition (LBC) 179 

strategies. These strategies suggest that, for a small domain, the LAM state is largely 180 

determined by the LBCs and that the low frequencies of the LBCs appear to lose information. 181 

Wang et al. (2016) tested the sensitivity of heavy precipitation to various model 182 

configurations using the Australian Community Climate and Earth-System Simulator via a 183 

series of convection-permitting simulations (0.5–4 km) for three heavy precipitation cases. 184 

They showed that the impacts of the model resolution and domain size on the quantitative 185 

precipitation forecast were not less than those of the differences of the empirical parameters 186 
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in the physical processes and the initial field uncertainties. These previous studies 187 

independently suggest the benefits of finer resolutions and model domains in selected cases. 188 

Few studies have been conducted for ultra-high-resolution simulations (100-m scale) with 189 

large model domains for NWP. Such a high-resolution simulation with a large domain 190 

experiment requires huge computational resources. However, using a large domain has the 191 

benefit of reducing the impact of the boundary conditions. 192 

 In Japan, the “K computer” owned by RIKEN, whose performance in the LINPACK 193 

(LINear equations software PACKage) benchmark floating-point operation was ranked first 194 

in the world in June 2011, has been used for research since September 2012. Half of the 195 

computational resources of the K computer has been assigned to “High Performance 196 

Computing Infrastructure Strategic Program for Innovative Research (SPIRE)” funded by 197 

the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology (MEXT) of Japan. As a 198 

sub subject of one of the five strategic fields of SPIRE, “Ultra-high Precision Meso-Scale 199 

Weather Prediction” has been conducted (Saito et al. 2013) with three subthemes: 1) the 200 

development of cloud-resolving four-dimensional data assimilation systems, 2) the 201 

development and validation of a cloud-resolving ensemble analysis and forecast system, 202 

and 3) basic research using very high-resolution atmospheric models. Several of the 203 

published results (e.g., Kobayashi et al. 2013; Kunii 2014a, 2014b; Chen et al. 2015a, 204 

2015b; Duc et al. 2015; Ito K. et al. 2015; Seko et al. 2015; Ito J. and Niino 2016) are on the 205 

project website (https://www.jamstec.go.jp/hpci-sp/en/strategy/mswp.html). 206 
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The objectives of this study are to conduct an ultra-high-resolution experiment (500 to 207 

250-m grid spacing) with a large domain and to examine important factors for accurate 208 

forecasts of heavy rain events. The target event is the Izu Oshima heavy rain that occurred 209 

in October 2013 when a strong typhoon approached East Japan. The heavy rain was 210 

brought on by a rainband associated with the stationary front, which was maintained by the 211 

generation of new convection cells on the inflow (warm) side; however, its horizontal scale 212 

of approximately 330 km was larger than those described in previous studies of line-shaped 213 

precipitation with back-building formation. 214 

To accomplish ultra-high-resolution experiments with a large domain, first we optimized 215 

NHM for the K computer and modified the pre- and post-processes of the NHM. 216 

The important factors, (1) the grid spacing (5 km, 2 km, 500 m, and 250 m) and (2) the 217 

PBL scheme (MYNN levels 2.5 and 3 and DD), for heavy rain prediction were investigated 218 

using the optimized NHM with a large domain (1600 km × 1100 km). To discuss the large 219 

model domain impacts, we investigated the impacts of experiments with a small model 220 

domain (200 km2) and LBCs on the rainband formation. The sensitivity analyses of the model 221 

terrain were conducted with two terrain datasets made from different digital elevation maps. 222 

The robustness of the findings of this study was tested for multiple initial times. The obtained 223 

results were quantitatively evaluated using the Fractions Skill Score. 224 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the details of the Izu Oshima heavy rain 225 

event in October 2013 are described. In Section 3, the optimization of the NHM for the K 226 
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computer is described, and the design of the experiments is presented. Section 4 shows the 227 

results of the simulations, and the main factors determining the rainband position are 228 

examined. In Section 5, the impacts of the model domain size and the LBCs and the different 229 

representations of the terrain are discussed. The robustness of this study was investigated 230 

for different initial times, and a qualitative verification of the precipitation is shown. The 231 

summary and concluding remarks are given in Section 6. 232 

  233 

２．The heavy rainfall on Izu Oshima Island on October 16, 2013 234 

Izu Oshima is a volcanic island located approximately 120 km south of the central Tokyo 235 

Metropolis area and approximately 30 km east of the Izu Peninsula. In the early dawn of 236 

JST (Japan Standard Time, +9 GMT) October 16, 2013, Typhoon 1326 (Wipha) approached 237 

Izu Oshima, and torrential heavy rain caused massive landslides on the island. The damage 238 

statistics reported that there were 39 dead and/or missing persons and 177 affected 239 

households. 240 

The typhoon formed near the Mariana Islands at 2100 JST on October 10, 2013. The 241 

typhoon initially moved westward and then curved to the northeast on the morning of 242 

October 15. In the early morning hours of October 16, the typhoon was closest to Izu Oshima, 243 

and the rainband associated with the typhoon brought very heavy rain over Izu Oshima. 244 

After that, the typhoon moved northeastward. Figure 1 shows the synoptic weather chart at 245 

0300 JST on October 16. The center of the typhoon was located approximately at a latitude 246 
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of 32.8° N and a longitude of 138.6° E, and the minimum sea-level pressure was 950 hPa. 247 

The synoptic chart depicts a stationary front extending from southwest to northeast at 2100 248 

JST on October 15 (JMA 2014); then, the front slowly shifted northward, corresponding to 249 

the northeastward movement of the typhoon. 250 

The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA 2014) analyzed the mechanism of the heavy rain 251 

event on Izu Oshima. A stationary front formed between the humid warm air from the south 252 

supplied by the typhoon and the northeasterly cold air from the Kanto Plain. An intense 253 

rainband formed and was maintained along the stationary front. Kato (2015) classified the 254 

rainband as a “broken-line type”; however, Bluestein and Jain (1985) and Ogura (1997) 255 

stated that broken-line-type formations tend to occur along cold fronts. In the present case, 256 

the precipitation band occurred along the stationary front associated with the typhoon. 257 

Therefore, the situation surrounding the occurrence of the Izu Oshima heavy rain was 258 

different from those in the previously mentioned studies. 259 

Hara (2014) analyzed the MSM forecast results for the Izu Oshima heavy rain event and 260 

noted that a coastal front formed between the cold air over the Kanto Plain and the humid 261 

warm air from the typhoon. Bosart and Carr (1978) and Bosart and Dean (1991) investigated 262 

the formation mechanism of a coastal front in the eastern United States ahead of a tropical 263 

cyclone and noted the importance of surface convergence driven by land–sea thermal 264 

contrasts. 265 

Figure 2a shows the observed one-hour precipitation from 2200 JST October 15 to 0600 266 
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JST October 16 (JMA’s precipitation analysis by Radar-AMeDAS (Automated 267 

Meteorological Data Acquisition System of JMA) and other rain gauge observations (JMA 268 

2013)). Note that the accuracy of Radar-AMeDAS data on the ocean area is lower than that 269 

of the data on the land area because it is far from meteorological radars and no rain gauge 270 

observations are available over the ocean. The rainfall around Izu Oshima started at 0900 271 

JST on October 15 and gradually increased in intensity. As shown in Fig. 2a, a rainband 272 

formed over Izu Oshima around 2300 JST on October 15 and then intensified. The highest 273 

period of rain over Izu Oshima was from 0100 JST to 0500 JST on October 16. After 0500 274 

JST, the rainband weakened. 275 

 Figure 2b shows the three-hour accumulated precipitation (0100–0400 JST on October 276 

16) during the peak period of the event. Izu Oshima was located at the center of the intense 277 

rainband, which extended from the south of the Izu Peninsula to the Boso Peninsula. 278 

As seen in the enlarged view (Fig. 2c), the three-hour accumulated precipitation on Izu 279 

Oshima was more than 200 mm on the northern half of the island and 150–200 mm on the 280 

southern half. The most intense rain was analyzed on the northeast part of the island (the 281 

point marked by the white cross).  282 

Figure 3 shows the topography of Izu Oshima. The shape of the island is nearly oval and 283 

elongated in the NNW–SSE direction, with a major axis of approximately 15 km and a minor 284 

axis of approximately 9 km. Mt. Mihara (whose highest peak is 764 m above sea level) is 285 

located at the central part of the island. 286 
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We targeted the heavy rain event on Izu Oshima from 1800 JST October 15 to 0600 JST 287 

October 16, 2013. An AMeDAS station at Oshima (P1 in Fig. 3) recorded a three-hour 288 

accumulated precipitation of 328 mm during the peak period of the event (0100–0400 JST) 289 

and a 24-hour precipitation of 824 mm at 0800 JST on October 16. The recorded 24-hour 290 

accumulated precipitation was 2.5 times larger than the average monthly precipitation at the 291 

same observation point. Another AMeDAS station at Kitanoyama (P2 in Fig. 3) recorded a 292 

three-hour accumulated precipitation of 170 mm at the peak period1. 293 

 294 

3. Methodology 295 

3.1. Optimization of the NHM for the K computer 296 

In this study, we optimized the NHM (Saito et al. 2006, 2007; Saito 2012) for the K 297 

computer to conduct these enormous computations. The K computer is a scalar-type 298 

computing system with 88,128 nodes (82,944 computational nodes and 5184 I/O nodes). 299 

NHM was originally developed for a vector-type parallel computing system at JMA; therefore, 300 

tuning its performance was critical to efficiently run the high-performance computing system. 301 

The authors and Fujitsu Co. Ltd modified the NHM’s FOTRAN90 source codes for the K 302 

computer. First, we monitored the computational cost of each computational loop and 303 

detected 160 expensive loops, whose costs comprised approximately 77% of the total 304 

                                              
1 It should be mention that a wind proofing was not implemented at the rain gauge at Kitanoyama. The 
importance of the wind-induced undercatch of gauges has been pointed out by Nakai and Yokoyama 
(2009). 
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computational time. The status of the thread parallelization and the single instruction multiple 305 

data (SIMD) process was analyzed for each loop. Then, we selected the loops that could be 306 

potentially improved, and five optimization techniques were applied to the 51 loops. A more 307 

detailed description is given in Oizumi et al. (2015). 308 

Figure 4 compares the peak performance and the elapsed time between the original NHM 309 

and the optimized NHM (hereafter, “KNHM”). The measurement was carried out using 72 310 

and 288 nodes of the K computer. The measurement conditions were as follows: CASE 1 311 

measured only the time integration part in the main loop, whereas CASE 2 measured the 312 

entire elapsed time of the main loop in the actual computation of the two experiments. The 313 

K computer compiler, which was released in February 2014, was employed. 314 

Using KNHM, the peak performance of CASE 1 with 72 nodes (Fig. 4a) was improved 315 

from 4.6% in the original NHM to 5.5%, and the elapsed time (Fig. 4e) was reduced from 316 

181 to 159 s. The peak performance of CASE 1 with 288 nodes (Fig. 4b) was improved from 317 

4.1% to 4.6%, and the elapsed time (Fig. 4f) was reduced from 52 to 48 s. A similar 318 

improvement was obtained for CASE 2 with 72 and 288 nodes in both the peak performance 319 

(Figs. 4c and 4d) and the elapsed time (Figs. 4g and 4h). CASE 2 shows less improvement 320 

than CASE 1 because the elapsed time of the input–output processes was included. The 321 

peak performance improvement with 72 nodes was more distinct than that with 288 nodes 322 

because the latency for the communications between 288 nodes is larger than that between 323 

72 nodes for the same model domain. The weak scalability (a scalability test fixes the model 324 
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size per computational node) of KNHM was 97%. We tested KNHM with all 82,944 nodes 325 

of the K computer and confirmed that the output data from 72 and 82,944 nodes are identical 326 

at the binary level. 327 

The pre- and post-processes and file IO of the NHM were also modified to effectively use 328 

the K computer (Oizumi 2015). 329 

 330 

3.2. Design of the experiments 331 

KNHM was used as the NWP model to simulate the heavy rain event on Izu Oshima. 332 

Figure 5 shows the two different model domains (referred to as LARGE and SMALL). Here 333 

LARGE covers a domain of 1600 km × 1100 km from the south part of the Tohoku district to 334 

Kyushu, which is the same as that of the JMA’s Local Forecast Model (LFM: JMA 2013) 335 

previously operated from October 2010 to May 2011. Experiments with the SMALL domain 336 

(a 200-km2 region whose center is Izu Oshima) were conducted to determine the impact of 337 

the model domain size and the LBCs on the simulation results. The line AB is the position 338 

of the vertical cross sections of the cloud water, rainwater, and potential temperature shown 339 

later. The 20-km2 regions C and D indicate the sampling areas of the vertical profiles in 340 

Section 4.2. The square E is the precipitation verification domain for the Fractions Skill Score. 341 

 342 

a. Experimental settings for the LARGE domain 343 

 We tested three initial times at 1800 JST and 2100 JST on October 15 and at 0000 JST 344 
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on October 16; however, most experiments were started at 2100 JST on October 15. The 345 

forecast lengths were 12, 9, and 6 hours, respectively (until 0600 JST on October 16). The 346 

mesoscale analysis of JMA (MA; JMA 2013) was used as the initial conditions and the three-347 

hourly LBCs. The analysis data was used for the LBC to reduce the uncertainty in the 348 

simulation due to the quality of the lateral boundary data. 349 

The details of the model configuration and the experiment names are given in Table 1. 350 

The 5-km grid experiment used nearly the same settings as the JMA operational Mesoscale 351 

Model (MSM: 5-km grid spacing, 50 vertical layers, and a model top of 21,800 m). The 2-km 352 

grid experiment used the same settings as the LFM of April 2014 (LFM: 2-km grid spacing, 353 

60 vertical layers, and a model top of 20,189 m). The 500- and 250-m grid experiments used 354 

the same model top as the LFM, and the number of vertical layers was increased to 85 and 355 

168, respectively. 356 

The physics processes of the 5-km grid experiment followed the MSM settings, and those 357 

of the other grid experiments followed the LFM settings. The model included the bulk cloud 358 

microphysics introduced by Ikawa et al. (1991). The scheme predicts the mixing ratios of six 359 

water species (water vapor, cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow, and graupel) and the number 360 

concentration of the cloud ice. In addition, the 5-km grid experiment used a modified version 361 

of the Kain–Fritsch cumulus parameterization scheme (Kain and Fritsch, 1993). 362 

Three turbulence closure schemes, Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino level-3 (MYNN) 363 

and level-2.5 (MYNN25) (Nakanishi and Niino 2004, 2006) and Deardorff (DD: Deardorff 364 
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1980), were employed in this study. JMA uses MYNN for LFM for operation. In MSM, MYNN 365 

was used for operation until the early 2015. After that, MYNN25 has been employed to 366 

improve the forecast of winter precipitation. In this study, most experiments were conducted 367 

with MYNN, and in addition, we tested MYNN25 for the 5-km grid experiment. To investigate 368 

the impact of the model grid spacing and the turbulence closure models (MYNN and DD) on 369 

the simulation results, the 2-km and 500-m grid experiments were examined. The 250-m 370 

grid experiments used only DD, assuming that the horizontal grid spacing was smaller to the 371 

boundary layer depth. 372 

 373 

b. Experimental settings with the SMALL domain 374 

The impact of the model domain size and the LBCs on the simulation results was 375 

investigated using the 2-km and 500-m grid experiments. Table 2 shows the experiment 376 

names and the model settings. All model settings of the 2-km and 500-m grid experiments 377 

were the same as those of CM2kmMY and CM500mDD with LARGE, respectively, except 378 

that the model domain was SMALL. The experiment names with “_small” were the same as 379 

the experiments with the large domain except for the model domain size, and these 380 

performed nine-hour simulations starting at 2100 JST on October 15. All experiment names 381 

with “_nest” used a one-way nesting procedure and performed six-hour simulations starting 382 

at 0000 JST on October 16. CM2kmMY_nest and CM500mDD_nest were one-way nested 383 

inside CM5kmMY and CM2kmMY, respectively. In the nesting procedure, the LBCs of the 384 
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nested models were given by the spatiotemporal interpolation of the parent model forecasts 385 

with one-hour updates. The experiments CM2kmMY_nest_noBND and 386 

CM500mDD_nest_noBND were the same as CM2kmMY_nest and CM500mDD_nest, 387 

respectively, except that the cloud microphysical quantities were not included in the LBCs. 388 

The experiments CM2kmMY_nest_3hr and CM500mDD_nest_3hr were the same as 389 

CM2kmMY_nest and CM500mDD_nest, respectively, except that the boundary data update 390 

was not one-hourly but three-hourly. 391 

 392 

c. Terrain data 393 

The terrain data of MSM was generated via an interpolation of the GTOPO30 (Global 30 394 

arc-second elevation with a horizontal grid spacing of approximately 1 km) dataset. In the 395 

operational forecast, to avoid the risk of numerical problems, the maximum model terrain 396 

inclination between two adjacent grid points was limited to 15% by a control parameter 397 

(GRMAX) in the preprocessing when preparing the model terrain. 398 

Figure 6 shows the model terrain of Izu Oshima with various grid resolutions: Figs. 6a, 6b, 399 

6c, and 6d illustrate the terrains of the 5-km, 2-km, 500-m, and 250-m grid experiments, 400 

respectively, interpolated from GTOPO30 with a GRMAX of 15%, and Figs. 6e and 6f show 401 

the terrain of the 500- and 250-m grid experiments, respectively, interpolated from KTOPO 402 

(a digital elevation model with 50-m grid spacing provided by the Geospatial Information 403 

Authority of Japan) without a limit on the inclination. In Fig. 6a, the 5-km grid experiment 404 
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terrain is considerably smoother than the actual terrain (Fig. 3). In Fig. 6b, the highest peak 405 

of the 2-km grid experiment (497 m) is approximately 260 m lower than that of the actual 406 

terrain. In the 500- (Fig. 6c) and 250-m (Fig. 6d) grid experiments, there is no significant 407 

difference between the terrains because the grid spacing of GTOPO30 is approximately 1 408 

km. The contour shapes of the 500- (Fig. 6e) and 250-m (Fig. 6f) grid experiments represent 409 

the characteristics of the actual terrain well, as shown in Fig. 3; in particular, Fig. 6f shows 410 

the most realistic terrain with the highest peak of 693 m. 411 

The experiment name CM500mDD_no_Izu indicates an experiment where the terrain of 412 

Izu Oshima is removed from the LARGE domain. CM500mDD_K and CM500mDD_K used 413 

terrain data that interpolated KTOPO without a limit on the inclination. The other model 414 

settings are the same as those in Table 1. 415 

  416 

4. Results 417 

4.1. The location of the typhoon and precipitation distributions 418 

Figure 7 shows the mean sea-level pressure at 0300 JST on October 16 according to the 419 

experiments with the large model domain started at 2100 JST on October 15 (Table 1). The 420 

predicted center positions of the typhoon are located within 32.5°–33.0° N and 138.0°–421 

138.5° E, which agree well with the JMA best track data (32.8° N, 138.6° E). The range of 422 

the central pressures of the typhoon was 956–959 hPa, which was 6–9 hPa higher than the 423 

central pressure of the best track data (950 hPa). The experiments with DD tended to predict 424 
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slightly lower central pressures than the experiments with MYNN. 425 

Figure 8 shows the three-hour precipitation (0100–0400 JST, October 16) of the JMA 426 

precipitation analysis and the corresponding results of the numerical models. In the 427 

precipitation analysis (Fig. 8a, enlarged view of Fig. 2a), Izu Oshima is embedded at the 428 

center of an intense rainband, which extends from the Boso Peninsula to the south of the 429 

Izu Peninsula. As previously shown in Fig. 2b, the precipitation intensity was 150–200 mm 430 

on the southern part of the island and more than 200 mm on the northern part of the island. 431 

In all experiments with the MYNN scheme (KF5kmMY (Fig. 8b), KF5kmMY25 (figure not 432 

shown, nearly the same as that in Fig. 8b), CM2kmMY (Fig. 8c), and CM500mMY (Fig. 8e)), 433 

the rainband position was predicted further northwest compared to observations (Fig. 8a). 434 

In KF5kmMY (Fig. 8b) and KF5kmMY25, the precipitation intensity over Izu Oshima was 435 

70–100 mm on the northern part of the island and 50–70 mm on the southern part. In 436 

CM2kmMY (Fig. 8c) and CM500mMY (Fig. 8e), the precipitation over the island was 70–120 437 

mm on the northern part and 50–70 mm on the southern part. 438 

Conversely, in the experiments with DD (CM2kmDD (Fig. 8d), CM500mDD (Fig. 8f), and 439 

CM250mDD (Fig. 8g)), the predicted rainband covered Izu Oshima as in the observations. 440 

CM2kmDD (Fig. 8d) reproduced the intense rain (150–200 mm) over the center of the island 441 

and the 100–150 mm precipitation over other areas. In CM500mDD (Fig. 8f), the 442 

precipitation intensity was 120–240 mm on the northern half of the island and 70–100 mm 443 

on the southern half. CM250mDD (Fig. 8g) showed a similar precipitation distribution on the 444 
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island to Fig. 8f, where the precipitation was 150–230 mm on the northern part of the island 445 

and 70–100 mm on the southern part. 446 

The rainband in the experiments with the MYNN scheme deviated northwest from the 447 

observations regardless of the grid spacing, and the position of the rainband was 448 

considerably improved in the experiments with DD. This result indicates that the turbulence 449 

closure model has a considerable impact on rainband formation. We investigate the causes 450 

of this difference in the next subsection. 451 

CM500mDD and CM250mDD reproduced the peak of the intense rain better than 452 

CM2kmDD; however, the areas of intense rain and the rainband position were seemingly 453 

not very different. In Section 5.4, we conduct a quantitative evaluation of the simulated 454 

precipitation using the Fractions Skill Score. 455 

 456 

4.2. The rainband formation 457 

The meteorological situation of the Izu Oshima heavy rainfall event was promptly reported 458 

by JMA (2014); the intense rainband formed along the front between the southeasterly warm 459 

and moist airflow around Typhoon 1326 (Whipa) and the northerly cold airflow from the 460 

southern part of the Kanto Plain. In this section, the factors significant to the formation and 461 

maintenance of the front and the rainband are investigated with the experiments CM2kmMY, 462 

CM2kmDD, CM500mMY, and CM500kmDD. We compared the near surface temperature 463 

and the wind distribution, the vertical flow distribution at the low level (altitude 1 km), the 464 
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mixing ratios of the cloud water and rainwater, and the potential temperature. 465 

 466 

a. Horizontal and vertical distribution of the model quantities 467 

Figure 9 shows the horizontal distribution of the temperature and the horizontal wind at 468 

an altitude of 20 m (the lowest level of the model). The upper four panels show the results 469 

of CM2kmMY (Fig. 9a1), CM2kmDD (Fig. 9b1), CM500mMY (Fig. 9c1), and CM500mDD 470 

(Fig. 9d1) at 0100 JST on October 16, just prior to the intense rain on Izu Oshima, and the 471 

lower four panels (Figs. 9a2–9d2) show the results at 0300 JST on October 16, when the 472 

rainfall was the most intense. 473 

In all figures, the overall trends of the temperature distributions and wind directions were 474 

similar. The temperature of the southeasterly flow south of the front was 24°C–27°C, 475 

whereas the northeasterly air from the Kanto Plain north of the front was below 21°C. The 476 

front extending from northeast to southwest formed between these two flows with large 477 

differences in temperature and distinct horizontal shears. The wind directions of the warm 478 

and moist airflows were nearly perpendicular to the front, whereas on the cold air side, the 479 

wind directions were northeasterly, nearly parallel to the front. 480 

In CM2kmMY, the front overlapped with Izu Oshima at 0100 JST (Fig. 9a1); then, the front 481 

shifted westward and was located between Izu Oshima and the Izu Peninsula at 0300 JST 482 

(Fig. 9a2). CM500mMY (Figs. 9c1 and 9c2) shows similar results to CM2kmMY for the 483 

position of the front and the temperature distribution. Meanwhile, in CM2kmDD, the front 484 
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was simulated southeast of the island at 0100 JST (Fig. 9b1), and the front subsequently 485 

remained southeast of Izu Oshima (Fig. 9b2). In CM500mDD (Figs. 9d1 and 9d2), the 486 

positions of the front were slightly closer to the island than those of CM2kmDD. Note that, 487 

in the experiments with DD, the temperatures west of the Tokyo Bay and over the western 488 

part of the Boso Peninsula were 1°C–2°C lower than those in experiments with MYNN. 489 

These results indicate that the PBL scheme significantly affected the position of the front. 490 

The upper four panels of Fig. 10 show the horizontal distributions of the vertical flow at an 491 

altitude of 1 km and the vertical cross section of the cloud water and rainwater along the line 492 

AB (the same line AB as in Fig. 5) at 0100 JST on October 16 as modeled by CM2kmMY 493 

(Figs. 10a1 and 10a2) and CM2kmDD (Figs. 10b1 and 10b2). The arrow symbols indicate 494 

the position of the simulated front. In CM2kmDD (Fig. 10b1), a distinct band-shaped updraft 495 

is seen along the front, whereas in CM2kmMY (Fig. 10a1), no apparent band-shaped updraft 496 

was simulated along the front. In CM2kmDD, the updraft along the front appeared in an early 497 

stage of the simulation, i.e., at 2130 JST (figure not shown). 498 

In the vertical cross section, the cloud water in CM2kmDD (Fig. 10b2) developed along 499 

the updraft on the southeast side of the front (arrow), and the rainwater appeared on the 500 

northwest side of the front. In CM2kmMY (Fig. 10a2), the cloud water appeared from the 501 

more southeastern side but did not show any concentration at a particular position, and 502 

only weak rains appeared along the front. 503 

With the finer grid spacing (Figs. 10c1–10d2) in both CM500mMY and CM500mDD, the 504 
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vertical flows were stronger and appeared in smaller cells. In CM500mDD (Fig. 10d1), 505 

convective-scale updrafts and downdrafts appeared southeast and northwest of the front, 506 

respectively. In CM500mMY (Fig. 10c1), however, the updraft along the front was weak, and 507 

the downdraft was obscure. 508 

In CM500mDD (Fig. 10d2), the cloud water appeared in a more southeastern position 509 

than in CM2kmDD; however, a large amount of the cloud water was simulated at the position 510 

of the strong updraft along the front, and the rainwater was associated with the downdraft 511 

on the slightly northwest side of the front. These characteristics were not necessarily clear 512 

in CM500mMY (Fig. 10c2). 513 

Figure 11 is the same as Fig. 10 but for the results at 0300 JST. At this time, in the 514 

horizontal distribution of the vertical flow for CM2kmMY (Fig. 11a1), a band-shaped updraft 515 

developed along the front. The updraft along the front in CM2kmDD (Fig. 11b1) was further 516 

intensified compared to that at 0100 JST, and a line-shaped downdraft appeared on the 517 

northwest side of the front. In the vertical cross section in both CM2kmMY (Fig. 11a2) and 518 

CM2kmDD (Fig. 11b2), clouds developed at the updraft area along the front (arrows), and 519 

rain areas were seen on the northwest side. In Fig. 11b2, the rain area corresponds to the 520 

downdraft area on the northwest side of the front. 521 

With a finer horizontal grid spacing of 500 m in CM500mMY (Fig. 11c1), the updraft 522 

became more distinct as small cells aligned along the front. In CM500mDD (Fig. 11d2), the 523 

vertical flow was further intensified and showed more detailed convection cell patterns. As 524 
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for the clouds and rain (lower panels), similar correspondences between the cloud water, 525 

rainwater, updrafts, and downdrafts along the fronts (arrows) can be seen in the two 526 

experiments CM500mMY (Fig. 11c2) and CM500mDD (Fig. 11d2). 527 

Figure 12 shows the vertical cross section of the potential temperature at 0100 JST on 528 

October 16 along the line AB in Figs. 10a1–10d1. The arrows in this figure indicate the 529 

positions of the simulated front, as do the lines in Fig. 10. In CM2kmMY (Fig. 12a) and 530 

CM500mMY (Fig. 12c), the cold pool (292–294 K, indicated in blue) is only seen near the 531 

Izu Peninsula. Conversely, in CM2kmDD (Fig. 12b) and CM500mDD (Fig. 12d), the cold 532 

pool is more distinct and extends to the southeast. CM2kmDD had a thicker cold pool than 533 

CM500mDD. CM500mDD had a longer cold pool to the southeast than CM2kmDD. The 534 

experiments with DD had stronger cold pools than did the experiments with MYNN. 535 

The positional relationship between the cloud water and the rainwater shown in Fig. 10 536 

was seen from the beginning to the end of the simulations. This tendency of the positional 537 

relationship indicates that the clouds developed with the updraft at the southeastern edge 538 

of the cold pool and the rain appeared on the northwest side of the front, especially in the 539 

experiments with DD. This means that the successive formation of new convection cells was 540 

reproduced along the front by the DD experiments and that the position of the rainband is 541 

likely affected by the position and strength of the cold pool. 542 

 543 

b. Vertical profiles 544 
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Figure 13 shows the vertical profiles of the potential temperature (θ), the mixing ratio of 545 

the water vapor (qv), the equivalent potential temperature (θe), and the horizontal wind 546 

speed of CM500mMY and CM500mDD on the southeastern and northwestern sides of the 547 

front. Here, on the inflow side, the vertical profiles were obtained via the spatiotemporal 548 

average of the warm and moist air in square C in Fig. 5 with horizontal sampling intervals of 549 

2 km. The sampling period was 0000–0100 JST on October 16, and the sampling interval 550 

was 5 min. In total, 1452 data points (12 temporal and 121 spatial data points) were used 551 

for the vertical profiles. The vertical profiles on the northwestern side of the front were 552 

obtained in square D in Fig. 5 in the same way. As seen in Fig. 12, the profiles at the lower 553 

level reflect the cold air from the Kanto Plain, whereas the air above approximately 500–600 554 

m may originate from the warm air, which blew over the lower level cold air.  555 

Figure 13a shows the vertical profiles of the potential temperatures in squares C and D. 556 

In square C, the potential temperature of CM500mMY (the bold black line) was slightly 557 

higher than that of CM500mDD (the bold red line) below 500 m, and the potential 558 

temperature of CM500mDD was slightly higher than that of CM500mMY between 500 m 559 

and 1.6 km. The vertical gradient of CM500mMY was smaller than that of CM500mDD from 560 

300 m to 1.3 km. These differences are likely caused by the tendency of the MYNN scheme 561 

to yield larger mixing in the boundary layer. These results were consistent with previous 562 

studies (Kato 2011, 2012). In square D, the potential temperature of CM500mMY (the 563 

dashed black line) was higher (lower) than that of CM500mDD (the dashed red line) below 564 
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(above) 500 m. The vertical gradients of the potential temperature in the range between 300 565 

m and 2.0 km of CM500mMY were smaller than those of CM500mDD, which indicates that 566 

the profile of CM500mMY was more upright at this height. This tendency of the vertical 567 

gradients is similar to that of square C; however, the difference between the two schemes 568 

was larger in square D than in square C. One possible reason for this is the differences in 569 

the temperatures between the sea surface and the lowest atmosphere in the two squares. 570 

The sea surface potential temperature is 298.8 K for square C (indicated by an arrow symbol 571 

in Fig. 13a) and 298.4 K for square D. Therefore, the difference in the temperatures between 572 

the sea surface and the lowest atmosphere in square C is small, whereas in square D, the 573 

lowest atmosphere is absolutely unstable owing to the heating from the relatively warm sea 574 

surface. Sensible heat flux at the sea surface is even negative in square C, and in square 575 

D, the flux with DD had larger values than that with MYNN (see Supplement 1). These results 576 

indicate that vertical mixing in the MYNN experiments tends to be larger than that in DD for 577 

an unstable atmosphere, which likely yields the larger difference in the vertical profiles of 578 

the (potential) temperature compared to that found in square C. Another possible reason is 579 

the differences in the positions of the simulated front, which was located in a more northwest 580 

position in CM500mMY than in CM500mDD; therefore, the air in square D was likely affected 581 

more by the northeasterly flow from the Kanto Plain in CM500mDD. The weaker cold pool 582 

formation northwest side of the front in CM500mMY might also contribute to the larger 583 

differences in the vertical profiles of the potential temperatures of the two schemes in square 584 
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D compared to those in square C. 585 

Figure 13b shows the vertical profile of the mixing ratio of the water vapor (qv). In square 586 

C, the qv of CM500mDD (the bold red line) was slightly larger than that of CM500mMY (the 587 

bold black line) below 500 m, and the qv of CM500mMY was larger than that of CM500mDD 588 

above 500 m. The vertical gradient of qv in CM500mMY was slightly smaller than that in 589 

CM500mDD at the altitude between 300 m and 2.0 km, which is a similar tendency to that 590 

of the potential temperature (Fig. 13a). In square D, the vertical profile of the qv of 591 

CM500mMY (the dashed black line) was more upright than that of CM500mDD (the dashed 592 

red line). 593 

In Fig. 13c, the vertical profiles of the equivalent potential temperatures (θe) are shown. 594 

In square C, the difference in θe values between CM500mMY and CM500mDD is small 595 

because the tendencies of the potential temperature and qv cancel out. The θe of 596 

CM500mDD (the bold red line) is slightly higher than that of CM500mMY (the bold black 597 

line) below 500 m, and above 500 m, the θe of CM500mMY is slightly higher than that of 598 

CM500mDD. The vertical profile of CM500mMY is slightly more upright than that of 599 

CM500mDD, which indicates that the atmosphere in CM500mDD is more unstable. In 600 

square D, θe was positively affected by the tendency of the magnitude of the potential 601 

temperature and qv. The θe of CM500mMY (the dashed black line) was larger than that of 602 

CM500mDD (the dashed red line) below 500 m, and the θe of CM500mDD was larger than 603 

that of CM500mMY in the altitudes between 500 m and 1.7 km. The above results indicate 604 
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that the MY scheme tends to evaluate the vertical mixing in the boundary layer as being 605 

larger than DD does and that the thermal instability in the lower boundary layer is maintained 606 

more in DD, which is consistent with previous studies (Ching et al. 2014; Shin and Hong 607 

2015). 608 

Figure 13d shows the vertical profiles of the absolute value of the horizontal wind speeds 609 

[(u2 + v2)1/2]. As we described in Fig. 9, the southeasterly wind direction in square C (the 610 

warm and moist side) is nearly perpendicular to the front, whereas in square D (the cold air 611 

side), the northeasterly wind direction is nearly parallel to the front. In square C, the wind 612 

speed of CM500mMY (the bold black line) was smaller than that of CM500mDD (the bold 613 

red line) between 200 m and 1.5 km, and the vertical gradient of CM500mMY was smaller 614 

in the lower part of the mixing layer below 600 m. In square D, the wind speed of CM500mDD 615 

(the bold red line) was generally larger than that of CM500mMY (the bold black line). 616 

The difference in the positions of the front also likely affected the wind speed (see Fig. 9). 617 

Figure 14 shows the distribution of the equivalent potential temperature at the lowest model 618 

level (20 m above ground level) and at an approximate altitude of 2 km at 0100 JST on 619 

October 16. In square C (the warm and moist side), the difference in θe values between 620 

CM500mMY and CM500mDD was small at both levels. Conversely, in square D (the cold 621 

air side), the θe of CM500mDD was lower than that of CM500mMY. Square D in CM500mDD 622 

was more distant from the front than in CM500mMY; therefore, the air in square D is likely 623 

more affected by the flow from the Kanto Plain. 624 
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In Supplement 2, we show the vertical profiles of θ, qv, θe, and the wind speed in the cold 625 

air at a different position. In this figure, the profiles CM500mDD_D’ are computed in the 626 

square D’ (e) so that the distance from the front has the same magnitude as that for 627 

CM500mMY_D in Fig. 13. The tendencies of the vertical profiles of CM500mDD_D’ are 628 

similar to those of CM500mDD_D in Fig. 13. 629 

In this case study, the experiment with DD showed better performance than the 630 

experiment with MYNN. However, these results do not indicate that the DD scheme is more 631 

appropriate than the MYNN scheme. In general, the direct application of the Deardorff 632 

scheme is only justified for models with LES resolutions. In particular, it is necessary to use 633 

the 2-km grid spacing model with DD. 634 

 635 

5. Discussion 636 

5.1. Impact of the model domain size and the LBC 637 

In Section 4, the finer grid experiments were better able to reproduce the observed 638 

rainband in terms of its position and rainfall intensity over Izu Oshima. However, a very high-639 

resolution experiment requires huge computational resources such as the K computer. For 640 

this reason, most previous studies have conducted high-resolution experiments with nesting 641 

procedures in limited model domains. In this subsection, we examine the impact of the model 642 

domain size and the LBC on the simulation of heavy rain. For comparison, the SMALL 643 

domain shown in Fig. 5 was used with the model settings of CM2kmMY and CM500mDD. 644 
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In the experiments with the small model domain, the effect of the one-way nesting procedure 645 

was also examined with and without the inclusion of the cloud microphysical quantities in 646 

the LBC. The names of the experiments and their specifications are listed in Table 2. 647 

Figure 15 shows the three-hour accumulated precipitation for 0100–0400 JST on October 648 

16 for the experiments with a small domain. The upper four panels show the results of the 649 

2-km experiments, and the lower four panels show those of the 500-m experiments 650 

corresponding to CM2kmMY (Fig. 8c) and CM500mDD (Fig. 8f), respectively. 651 

In CM2kmMY_small (Fig. 15a) and CM500mDD_small (Fig. 15e) without nesting, the 652 

precipitation patterns are very different from the results with a large domain (CM2kmMY and 653 

CM500mDD). The intense rainband does not appear between the Izu Peninsula and the 654 

Boso Peninsula, and a different unrealistic isolated intense rain area appears around the 655 

Tokyo Bay and the Boso Peninsula. 656 

In CM2kmMY_nest (Fig. 15b), the features of the rain distribution around Izu Oshima were 657 

similar to those in CM2kmMY even though the overall shape of the rainband was slightly 658 

different. The rainband in CM500mDD_nest (Fig. 15f) also showed similar features to the 659 

one in CM500mDD. 660 

In the experiments where the cloud microphysical quantities were excluded from the LBCs 661 

(CM2kmMY_nest_noBND (Fig. 15c) and CM500mDD_nest_noBND (Fig. 15g)), the overall 662 

shapes of the rainband were similar to those of CM2kmMY_nest (Fig. 15b) and 663 

CM500mDD_nest (Fig. 15f), respectively. However, the precipitation near the inflow 664 
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boundary (the lower right of the figures) of the model domain was significantly decreased, 665 

whereas the precipitation in the southwestern part of the rainbands were increased in both 666 

experiments. 667 

In CM2kmMY_nest_3hr (Fig. 15d) and CM500mDD_nest_3hr (Fig. 15h), the impacts of 668 

the update frequency of the boundary conditions were checked by changing the time interval 669 

of the update from one hour to three hours. The intensity of the rainband of 670 

CM2kmMY_nest_3hr was weakened compared to that of CM2kmMY_nest (Fig. 15b). In 671 

CM500mDD_nest_3hr (Fig. 15h), the rainband became indistinct, and a fake intense 672 

precipitation similar to that in CM500mDD_small appeared around the Boso Peninsula. 673 

For comparison, we also conducted additional experiments with the CM2kmMY setting 674 

using a different size domain, a 400-km2 region centered on Izu Oshima (Supplement 3). In 675 

all experiments, the shape of the rainband was improved compared to that of the 676 

experiments with the SMALL domain, particularly in CM2kmMY3_small_ext and 677 

CM2kmMY_nest_3hr_ext. A reduction in the precipitation near the inflow boundary is still 678 

seen in CM2kmMY_nest_noBND_ext; however, it does not seriously affect the features of 679 

the rainband. 680 

The small domain model is more sensitive to the LBC, and the inclusion of the cloud 681 

microphysical quantities in the LBC is critical if the model domain is smaller than the target 682 

phenomenon scale. The good similarity between the original simulations (Figs. 8c and 8e) 683 

and the nested simulations (Figs. 15b and 15f) suggests that the nesting procedure of the 684 
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NHM works properly and that the basic features of the event are well reproduced with the 685 

small model domain if the cloud microphysical quantities are included and the boundary 686 

update is hourly. However, the required model domain size should depend on the 687 

spatiotemporal scale of the event. 688 

 689 

5.2. Impact of terrain on the precipitation distribution 690 

One plausible cause of the intense rain on Izu Oshima is the orographic effect of the island. 691 

In this subsection, the impact of the terrain on the precipitation distribution is investigated 692 

for the experiments CM500mDD and CM250mDD, which showed relatively good 693 

performance in this study. First, the impact of the terrain of Izu Oshima on the rainband 694 

position and precipitation intensity is examined for CM500mDD with the LARGE domain. 695 

Second, we examine whether the precipitation distribution is improved with finer terrain data. 696 

 697 

a. Effect of terrain of Izu Oshima on the rainband 698 

The experiment CM500mDD_no_Izu used orographic data where the terrain height of Izu 699 

Oshima was set to zero with the LARGE domain. Here, the distribution of land and sea was 700 

maintained as in the original model setting (Fig. 6c). 701 

Figure 16 shows the three-hour accumulated precipitation from 0100 JST to 0400 JST on 702 

October 16 by CM500mDD_no_Izu. The overall features of the rainband (the position and 703 

precipitation area) in this experiment were nearly the same as those in CM500mDD (Fig. 704 
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8f); however, the precipitation intensity around the island was very different. The precipitation 705 

intensity in the north and central parts of the island in CM500mDD_no_Izu was reduced 706 

from over 200 mm to less than 120 mm. These results clearly indicate that the precipitation 707 

on Izu Oshima was locally enhanced by the orographic effects of the island. 708 

 709 

b. Experiments with finer terrain data 710 

In this study, the horizontal grid spacing of the highest resolution experiment was 250 m. 711 

However, as we mentioned in Section 3.2c, the terrain data were given by interpolation from 712 

GTOPO30 (0.1° grid spacing), and the upper limit of the terrain slope was set to 15% 713 

(GRMAX = 0.15); therefore, the 250-m grid spacing model terrain (Fig. 6d) was nearly the 714 

same as that used in CM500mDD (Fig. 6c). One possible reason that the three-hour 715 

accumulated precipitations of CM500mDD (Fig. 8f) and CM250mDD (Fig. 8g) showed a 716 

small difference was likely the terrain representation. In this subsection, we examine the 717 

impact of the finer terrain data interpolated from KTOPO (50-m grid spacing digital elevation 718 

model without a limit on the inclination) for the experiments with 500- and 250-m grid 719 

distances. 720 

Figure 17 shows the three-hour accumulated precipitation from 0100 JST to 0400 JST on 721 

October 16 around Izu Oshima. Here, CM500mDD (Fig. 17a) and CM250mDD (Fig. 17c) 722 

are enlarged views of Figs. 8f and 8g, respectively, and CM500mDD_K (Fig. 17b) and 723 

CM250mDD_K (Fig. 17d) used the terrain data from KTOPO (Figs. 6e and 6f, respectively). 724 
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The intense rain areas (orange: 120–150 mm, red: 150–200 mm, and pink: more than 200 725 

mm) of CM500mDD_K and CM250mDD_K were spread out more than those of CM500mDD 726 

and CM250mDD, respectively. In particular, CM250mDD_K simulated a precipitation 727 

intensity similar to the analyzed rain (Fig. 2b), where precipitation of more than 200 mm 728 

covered the northern half of the island and the most intense rain (277 mm) was on the 729 

northeast part of the island. These results indicate that the precipitation intensity over Izu 730 

Oshima is better reproduced when a finer grid spacing and terrain representation of the 731 

island is used. 732 

 733 

5.3. Experiments with different initial times 734 

The experiments in the previous sections showed the results of nine-hour forecasts 735 

starting at 2100 JST on October 15. In this subsection, a six-hour forecast starting at 0000 736 

JST on October 16 and a 12-hour forecast starting at 1800 JST on October 15 are 737 

additionally performed to confirm the robustness of the tendency obtained by the 738 

experiments in the previous sections. The experimental setting is the same as that in 739 

CM2kmMY, CM2kmDD, CM500mMY, and CM500mDD listed in Table 1. 740 

Figure 18 shows the three-hour accumulated precipitation from 0100 JST to 0400 JST on 741 

October 16 corresponding to Fig. 8. The upper panels show the results of the six-hour 742 

forecasts starting at 0000 JST on October 16, whereas the lower panels show the 12-hour 743 

forecasts starting at 1800 JST on October 15. In the six-hour forecasts, the positions of the 744 
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rainband in CM2kmDD (Fig. 18b) and CM500mDD (Fig. 18d) were very similar to those in 745 

CM2kmDD (Fig. 8d) and CM500mDD (Fig. 8f), respectively, and more intense rain appeared 746 

over the island. In CM2kmMY_6hr (Fig. 18a) and CM500mMY_6hr (Fig. 18c), the rainband 747 

positions were slightly closer to Izu Oshima than those of CM2kmMY (Fig. 8c) and 748 

CM500mMY (Fig. 8e), respectively, but still northwest of Izu Oshima. 749 

In the 12-hour simulations using MYNN, the rainband was simulated further northwest, as 750 

shown by CM2kmMY_12hr (Fig. 18e) and CM500kmMY_12hr (Fig. 18g). In these 751 

experiments, intense rain appeared only over the Izu Peninsula as an isolated area. 752 

Conversely, the position of the rainband in CM2kmDD_12hr (Fig. 18f) was nearly the same 753 

as that in CM2kmDD (Fig. 8d). In CM500mDD_12hr (Fig. 18h), the rainband position was 754 

slightly shifted to the northwest, but intense rain over the island was still simulated. 755 

In the above sensitivity test, experiments with the MYNN scheme showed a larger 756 

dependency on the initial times than the experiments with the DD scheme both for 2-km and 757 

500-m grid spacings. In the experiments starting at 0000 JST, the positional gap of the 758 

rainband with MYNN was smaller than that of the original experiments starting at 2100 JST 759 

owing to the short forecast time. 760 

Similarly, in the experiments starting at 1800 JST, owing to the long forecast time, the 761 

positional gap in the MYNN experiments became larger, and the representation of the 762 

rainband deteriorated. Conversely, in the experiment with DD, the structure of the rainband 763 

was relatively well maintained even when the forecast time became longer. 764 
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In addition, we investigated the horizontal distribution of the temperature in the lower layer 765 

and the updraft structure near the front for the experiments with different initial times. In the 766 

experiments starting at 0000 JST, the experiments with DD formed distinct vertical flows 767 

near the front earlier than the experiments with MYNN. In the experiments with both 768 

schemes, the fronts were maintained near the island and brought intense rain to the island. 769 

In the experiments starting at 1800 JST, the experiments with DD formed distinct vertical 770 

flows along the front southeast of the island, and the fronts slowly shifted nearer to the island 771 

and were maintained. The experiments with MYNN also formed distinct vertical flows along 772 

the front southeast of the island; however, the front shifted northwest of the island and was 773 

not maintained near the island. 774 

 The differences between the experiments starting at 0000 JST and the experiments 775 

starting at 1800 JST were that the fronts were maintained near the island in the former 776 

experiments. Similar features were seen in the experiments starting at 2100 JST, as 777 

indicated in Section 4.2 (Figs. 9–11). These results suggest that the DD scheme maintained 778 

the front near the island and brought intense rain. Meanwhile, the MYNN scheme did not 779 

maintain the front near the island, and the fronts shifted from southeast of the island to 780 

northwest. The impacts of the schemes were reproduced in the different initial time 781 

experiments. 782 

 783 

5.4. Precipitation verification 784 
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In this section, we quantitatively evaluate the prediction skill of the precipitation distribution. 785 

For the verification method, the Fractions Skill Score (FSS) proposed by Duc et al. (2013) 786 

that extends the original score to both the spatial and temporal dimensions is used. The 787 

verification was conducted for the square domain E shown in Fig. 5. 788 

Figure 19 shows the FSS intensity-scale diagrams for KF5kmMY, CM2kmMY, CM2kmDD, 789 

CM500mMY, CM500mDD, and CM250mDD. The verification period was from 2300 JST 790 

October 15 to 0500 JST October 16. For a fair comparison, JMA’s precipitation analysis data 791 

were up-(down-) scaled to model grids with grid spacings of 5 and 2 km (500 and 250 m), 792 

respectively. In this figure, the vertical axes display the spatial scales, which are the 793 

diameters of circular neighborhoods centered at each verification pixel. The bottom 794 

horizontal axes display the thresholds of the one-hour accumulated rainfall. Note that while 795 

high thresholds consider only heavy rain, low thresholds take into account all events from 796 

light to heavy rain. The numbers on the top horizontal axes indicate the temporal scales in 797 

hours at each intensity threshold, e.g., 01 indicates no time lag, and 03 indicates a one-hour 798 

time lag before and after the valid time. 799 

In KF5kmMY (Fig. 19a), the FSS for the threshold of 1 mm/h was over 0.97 and that for 800 

the threshold of 10 mm/h was over 0.6. This indicates that KF5kmMY was skillful in 801 

reproducing light and moderate rain (less than 10 mm/h). When the threshold is over 30 802 

mm/h, it is clear that the FSSs at the spatial scales of 10 and 15 km are much less than 803 

those at the spatial scales of 30 and 40 km. This results from the displacement of the intense 804 
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rainband around Izu Oshima simulated by KF5kmMY. The same conclusion can be drawn 805 

from the FSSs calculated from the CM2kmMY experiment (Fig. 19b). The difference in the 806 

FSSs between CM5kmMY and CM2kmMY in Fig. 20a shows that these two experiments 807 

were comparable in predicting the precipitation, except for the slightly better skill of 808 

CM2kmMY at the threshold of 20 mm. 809 

However, at the same resolution of 2 km, a significant difference can be observed with 810 

CM2kmDD (Fig. 19c), where the FSSs for the thresholds over 30 mm/h range from 0.20 to 811 

0.60, which are much greater than the corresponding values observed with CM2kmMY. 812 

Furthermore, the positive values of the differences between the FSSs of CM2kmDD and 813 

CM2kmMY can be identified for thresholds ≧10 mm (see Fig. 20b), which indicates that 814 

CM2kmDD performed better than CM2kmMY. This improvement was achieved via the 815 

reduction in the positional lag of the rainband. This improvement was also confirmed at a 816 

resolution of 500 m when we compare the FSSs from CM500mMY (Fig. 19d) with those 817 

from CM500mDD (Fig. 19e) and their differences (Fig. 20c). Again, the reason for these 818 

differences was the reduction in the positional lag of the rainband when the DD scheme was 819 

used. 820 

As expected, Figure 19 also shows that a higher resolution tends to improve the rainfall 821 

forecast. Even though this improvement was nearly neutral in the MYNN experiments when 822 

we increased the resolution from 5 to 2 km, as depicted in Fig. 20a, a distinct improvement 823 

can be seen when we proceed from 2 km to 500 m in the DD experiment. Figure 20d shows 824 
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that CM500mDD outperformed CM2kmDD for thresholds ≧ 10 mm. However, if the 825 

resolution was further increased from 500 to 250 m (CM250mDD in Fig. 19f), the FSSs 826 

slightly decreased (Fig. 20e) if the same model orography was used. 827 

To check the robustness of the verification results with respect to the verification domain 828 

size, the verification domain was zoomed into a square region centered on Izu Oshima with 829 

180 km on each side. As shown in Supplements 4 and 5, all preceding conclusions still hold. 830 

Figure 21 shows the differences (a) between CM500mDD (Fig. 8f) and CM500mDD_small 831 

(Fig. 15e), (b) between CM500mDD and CM500m_nest (Fig. 15f), and (c) between 832 

CM250mDD (Fig. 8g) and CM250mDD_K (Fig. 17d). In Fig. 21(a), the score of CM500mDD 833 

was clearly higher than that of CM500mDD_small for thresholds ≧10 mm. In Fig. 21(b), the 834 

scores of CM500mDD for the thresholds of 20–40 mm/h were slightly better than those of 835 

CM500mDD_nest. In Fig. 21(c), the scores of CM250mDD_K were higher than those of 836 

CM250mDD for the intense rain area of ≧40 mm. These results indicate that the 837 

experiments with the large domain have better scores than the experiments with the small 838 

domain and that the experiment with the finer terrain improved the scores for intense rain. 839 

 840 

6. Summary and concluding remarks 841 

We performed ultra-high-resolution numerical weather prediction experiments using the 842 

JMA nonhydrostatic mesoscale model to examine whether the ultra-high-resolution model 843 

(500 to 250-m grid spacing) with a large domain (1600 km × 1100 km) can predict heavy 844 
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rainfall more accurately. The Izu Oshima heavy rain event on October 16, 2013, was chosen. 845 

The JMA nonhydrostatic model was optimized for the K computer to conduct these huge 846 

computations, and the computational efficiency was improved by approximately 10%–15% 847 

on the K computer. 848 

The impacts of (1) the grid spacing and (2) the PBL schemes [Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–849 

Niino (MYNN) and Deardorff (DD)] were first investigated. The boundary layer scheme 850 

greatly influenced the position of the front and the associated rainband. In the experiments 851 

with DD, the front was simulated at a similar position to the observations, whereas in the 852 

experiments with MYNN, the front was shifted to the northwest of Izu Oshima. Convective 853 

clouds were generated with updrafts on the southeast side of the front, and downdrafts 854 

associated with rainfall occurred on the northwest side of the front. The experiments with 855 

DD simulated the pairs of convective-scale updrafts and downdrafts more explicitly than the 856 

experiments with MYNN. In the experiments with DD, distinct cold pools were generated, 857 

and a successive formation of new convection cells occurred at the inflow edge of the cold 858 

pool, whereas in the experiments with MYNN, generation of the updraft and downdraft pair 859 

at the front and the resultant formation of the cold pools were less clear, likely owing to the 860 

larger implicit vertical mixing. The unclear cold pool possibly resulted in the weakness of the 861 

successive formation of new convection cells and the northwest shift of the rainband position 862 

in the experiments with MYNN. The finer grid experiments (500-m grid spacing) exhibited 863 

more intense and complex vertical flow patterns than the coarser grid experiments (2-km 864 
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grid spacing) when using the same closure model. 865 

Vertical profiles of the model quantities (the potential temperature, water vapor, equivalent 866 

potential temperature, and wind speed) were examined on the southeastern (warm air) and 867 

northwestern (cold air) sides of the front. On the inflow side, vertical profiles of the model 868 

quantities of the warm and moist air simulated by the experiment with MYNN (CM500mMY) 869 

were slightly more upright than those simulated by the experiment with DD (CM500mDD) at 870 

the level from 300 m to 1.3 km. These differences are likely caused by the tendency of the 871 

MYNN scheme to yield larger vertical mixing in the boundary layer and the DD scheme to 872 

maintain the convective instability near the surface. On the cold air side, the heat flux at the 873 

sea surface was positive. The low-level potential temperature in CM500mDD was lower than 874 

that in CM500mMY; therefore, the temperature difference between the cold air from the 875 

Kanto Plain and the warm and moist air on the southeastern side of the front was larger than 876 

that in the experiments with MYNN. The vertical profiles of MYNN indicate that stronger 877 

vertical mixing occurred between the cold air in the lower level and the warm air aloft than 878 

occurred in experiments with DD. These differences also likely affected the intensity and the 879 

position of the front in each experiment. 880 

The robustness of these findings was confirmed by experiments with different initial times. 881 

Similar responses to the two PBL schemes were obtained, with the positional gap of the 882 

simulated and observed rainbands becoming larger and the shape of the rainband becoming 883 

worse as the forecast time became longer in simulations with MYNN. 884 
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To see the impacts of the model domain size on the rainfall prediction, experiments with 885 

the small model domain and nested simulations with different LBCs settings were examined. 886 

The experiment with a simple small domain exhibited a very different appearance of the 887 

rainband to that with the large domain. With the nesting procedure, the experiment with the 888 

small domain could reproduce a similar rainfall distribution to the large domain experiments 889 

if the cloud microphysical quantities were included in the LBC and the frequency of the 890 

boundary update was adequately high (every hour in our case). These results accept the 891 

use of the nesting strategy in the simulation of the heavy rainfall phenomena up to a point. 892 

Note, however, that it is generally difficult to foresee the occurrence of a local heavy rainfall 893 

in real time NWP; therefore, such a very high-resolution simulation using nesting is only 894 

available after an event. 895 

The influence of the terrain representation on the precipitation distribution was 896 

investigated. The 250-m grid experiment, with the finest terrain data generated by KTOPO, 897 

better reproduced the intense rain area on the island. 898 

Performances of the quantitative precipitation forecast by the experiments with different 899 

horizontal grid spacings were verified using extended FSSs. In this case study, CM500mDD 900 

showed the best performance. CM500mDD with the large domain showed a slightly better 901 

performance than CM500mDD_nest. The experiment with finer terrain representation 902 

(KTOPO) data improved the intense rain score in the verification. 903 

In this case study, the 2-km grid experiment using DD simulated the position of the 904 
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rainband better than did the experiment with MYNN. The possible reason for this is that the 905 

DD scheme expressed the successive formation of new convection cells generated by the 906 

cold pool associated with the convective-scale updraft and downdraft at the front more 907 

distinctively than did the experiment with MYNN. FSS verification for the 2-km grid-spacing 908 

experiments showed the advantage of DD for the prediction of very intense rains; however, 909 

the scores for weak to moderate rains (less than or equal to 10 mm/h) were not improved. 910 

In general, the direct application of the Deardorff scheme is only justified for very high 911 

resolutions, such as LES, and the 2-km grid experiment without boundary layer 912 

parameterization may introduce a larger bias in long-term forecasts. An important research 913 

topic is the development of an appropriate turbulence closure model for the “gray zone” (1–914 

2-km grid spacing). Several new planetary boundary schemes for the TI resolution have 915 

been proposed (e.g., Ito J. et al. 2015; Kitamura 2016); however, most studies have been 916 

conducted for dry conditions, and tests of new TI schemes for heavy rain cases are future 917 

projects. 918 

 The overall results obtained in this study indicate that a very high-resolution model with 919 

a large domain has an advantage when simulating torrential heavy rain events; however, 920 

such a simulation requires huge computational resources. One solution to save 921 

computational resources is adaptive two-way nesting, which enhances the model resolution 922 

posteriorly by monitoring the prognostic valuables; demonstrating the availability of such a 923 

strategy for heavy rainfall events is a future project. 924 
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Our experiments were conducted for a case study on a frontal rainband associated with 925 

a typhoon. Even though the results were robust for different initial times, the situation is likely 926 

not the same in other cases. Recently, the authors investigated another heavy rainfall event 927 

in Hiroshima on August 19–20, 2014, whose horizontal scale was much smaller than the Izu 928 

Oshima heavy rain event. In that case, different factors decided the rainfall position, and the 929 

detailed results will be shown in another paper. 930 

In this study, we optimized the JMA nonhydrostatic model for the K computer. 931 

Development of a high-performance computing debris flow model is underway, and the 932 

direct prediction of disasters by a hydrological model using forecasts of the ultra-high-933 

resolution NWP is an important research subject. Such studies will be performed in the 934 

FLAGSHIP2020 project using the Post K computer. 935 
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(h). CASE 1 is the time integer part in the main loop, and CASE 2 is the entire main loop. 1111 
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 Fig. 5. Model domains, LARGE (1600 km × 1100 km) and SMALL (200-km2 region centered 1113 

on Izu Oshima). Squares C and D are sampling areas to compute the vertical profiles. 1114 

Square E is the precipitation verification area. Line AB indicates the position of the cross 1115 

sections in Figs. 10–12. 1116 
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Fig. 6. Model terrain of Izu Oshima. The model resolutions are (a) 5 km, (b) 2 km, (c) 500 m, 1118 

(d) 250 m, (e) 500 m, and (f) 250 m. Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) were made using 1119 

GTOPO30, and panels (e) and (f) were generated using KTOPO. The bold red line shows 1120 

the actual coastline of Izu Oshima. The red dashed lines indicate the boundary of the land 1121 

and sea in the model. The black lines are contours. Note that the interval differs 1122 

depending on the panel. The arrow indicates the highest point in each model terrain. 1123 
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Fig. 7. The mean sea-level pressure and central pressure of the typhoon (lower left in the 1125 

panels) at 0300 JST on October 16: (a) KF5kmMY, (b) CM2kmMY, (c) CM2kmDD, (d) 1126 

CM500mMY, (e) CM500mDD, and (f) CM250mDD. 1127 

  1128 

Fig. 8. The three-hour accumulated precipitation and the maximum (arrows) from 0100 JST 1129 

to 0400 JST on October 16: (a) the Radar/Rain gauge-Analyzed Precipitation, (b) 1130 
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KF5kmMY, (c) CM2kmMY, (d) CM2kmDD, (e) CM500mMY, (f) CM500mDD, and (g) 1131 

CM250mDD. The unit of the color bar is mm. 1132 

 1133 

Fig. 9. Horizontal distribution of the temperature and horizontal wind at the lowest model 1134 

level altitude of 20 m. The upper panels (a1) CM2kmMY, (b1) CM2kmDD, (c1) 1135 

CM500mMY3, and (d2) CM500mDD are at 0100 JST on October 16. The lower panels 1136 

(a2)–(b2) are the same as panels (a1)–(d1) but at 0300 JST on October 16. The color bar 1137 
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 1139 

Fig. 10. Horizontal distribution of the vertical flow (m s-1) at an altitude of 1 km at 0100 JST 1140 

on October 16 (a1: CM2kmMY and b1: CM2kmDD) and the vertical cross section of the 1141 
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simulated front. The lower four panels are the same as the upper four panels but for the 1145 

results of CM500mMY (c1 and c2) and CM500mDD (d1 and d2). 1146 

 1147 

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10 except at 0300 JST on October 16. 1148 

 1149 

Fig. 12. Vertical cross section of the potential temperature (K) along the line AB in Fig. 10 at 1150 
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0100 JST on October 16. The arrow symbols indicate the positions of the simulated 1151 

front. 1152 
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Fig. 13. Vertical profiles of (a) the potential temperature (θ: K), (b) the mixing ratio of the 1154 

water vapor (qv: kg kg−1), (c) the equivalent potential temperature (θe: K), and (d) the 1155 

horizontal wind speed (m s−1). The sampling period is from 0000 JST to 0100 JST on 1156 

October 16. The bold black line and the bold red line are CM500mMY and CM500mDD, 1157 

respectively, in square C in Figs. 5 and 14. The dashed black and red lines are 1158 

CM500mMY and CM500mDD, respectively, in square D. The arrow in panel (a) 1159 

indicates θ at the sea surface in both squares. 1160 

 1161 

Fig. 14. The equivalent potential temperature (K) at 0100 JST on October 16. The left two 1162 

panels are at an altitude of 20 m, and the right two panels are at an altitude of 1163 

approximately 2 km. Panels (a) and (c) are CM500mMY, and panels (b) and (d) are 1164 

CM500mDD. 1165 

 1166 

Fig. 15. The three-hour accumulated precipitation of the SMALL experiments from 0100 JST 1167 

to 0400 JST on October 16 for (a) CM2kmMY_small, (b) CM2kmMY_nest, (c) 1168 

CM2kmMY_noBND, (d) CM2kmMY_nest_3hr, (e) CM500mDD_small, (f) 1169 

CM500mDD_nest, (g) CM500mDD_noBND, and (h) CM500mMY_nest_3hr. 1170 
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Fig. 16. The three-hour accumulated precipitation from 0100 JST to 0400 JST on October 1172 

16 for CM500mDD_no_Izu. 1173 

 1174 

Fig. 17. The three-hour accumulated precipitation from 0100 JST to 0400 JST on October 1175 

16 using different terrain representations: (a) CM500mDD, (b) CM500mDD_K, (c) 1176 

CM250mDD, and (d) CM250mDD_K. Panels (a) and (c) are enlarged views of Figs. 8f 1177 

and 8g. 1178 

 1179 

Fig. 18. The three-hour accumulated precipitation from 0100 JST to 0400 JST on October 1180 

16 for experiments starting from different initial times. (Upper) Simulations starting at 1181 

0000 JST on October 16: (a) CM2kmMY, (b) CM2kmDD, (c) CM500mMY, and (d) 1182 

CM500mDD. (Lower) Panels (e)–(h) are the same as panels (a)–(d) but for simulations 1183 

starting at 2100 JST on October 16. 1184 
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Fig. 19. FSS intensity-scale diagrams for (a) KF5kmMY, (b) CM2kmMY, (c) CM2kmDD, (d) 1186 

CM500mMY, (e) CM500mDD, and (f) CM250mDD. The verification period is 2300 JST 1187 

October 15 to 0500 JST October 16. For a description of the panels, see the text. 1188 
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Fig. 20. Comparison of the FSS values: (a) KF5kmMY and CM2kmMY, (b) CM2kmMY and 1190 
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CM2kmDD, (c) CM500mMY and CM500mDD, (b) CM2kmDD and CM500mDD, and (d) 1191 

CM500mDD and CM250mDD. The verification period is 2300 JST October 15 to 0500 1192 

JST October 16. 1193 

 1194 

Fig. 21. Comparison of the FSS values: (a) CM500mDD and CM500mDD_small, (b) 1195 

CM500mDD and CM500mDD_nest, and (c) CM250mDD_K and CM250mDD. The 1196 

verification period of panels (a) and (b) is 2300 JST October 15 to 0500 JST October 16, 1197 

and that of panel (c) is 0200–0500 JST on October 16. 1198 
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 1213 

Fig. 1. Synoptic weather chart at 0300 JST on October 16, 2013. 1214 

 1215 
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 1221 

Fig. 2. (a) Temporal change in the observed one-hour precipitation from 2200 JST October 1222 

15 to 0600 JST October 16, (b) observed three-hour accumulated precipitation for 1223 

0100–0400 JST on October 16, and (c) enlarged view around Izu Oshima. 1224 
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 1225 

Fig. 3. Terrain map of Izu Oshima. The contour interval is 100 m. P1 (Oshima) and P2 1226 

(Kitanoyama) indicate the positions of the Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition 1227 

System (AMeDAS). This map is based on the Digital Map 10-m Grid published by the 1228 

Geospatial Information Authority of Japan. 1229 

 1230 

 1231 

Fig. 4. Peak performance and elapsed time of the NHM (before optimization) and KNHM 1232 

(optimized NHM) using 72 and 288 nodes of the K computer. The left axis shows the 1233 

peak performance: (a), (b), (c), and (d). The right axis shows the elapsed time: (e), (f), 1234 

(g), and (h). CASE 1 is the time integer part in the main loop, and CASE 2 is the entire 1235 

main loop. 1236 
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 1237 

 1238 

Fig. 5. Model domains, LARGE (1600 km × 1100 km) and SMALL (200-km2 region 1239 

centered on Izu Oshima). Squares C and D are sampling areas to compute the 1240 

vertical profiles. Square E is the precipitation verification area. Line AB indicates the 1241 

position of the cross sections in Figs. 10–12. 1242 

 1243 

 1244 

 1245 

 1246 

 1247 
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 1248 

Fig. 6. Model terrain of Izu Oshima. The model resolutions are (a) 5 km, (b) 2 km, (c) 500 1249 

m, (d) 250 m, (e) 500 m, and (f) 250 m. Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) were made using 1250 

GTOPO30, and panels (e) and (f) were generated using KTOPO. The bold red line 1251 

shows the actual coastline of Izu Oshima. The red dashed lines indicate the boundary 1252 

of the land and sea in the model. The black lines are contours. Note that the interval 1253 

differs depending on the panel. The arrow indicates the highest point in each model 1254 

terrain. 1255 

 1256 

 1257 

Fig. 7. The mean sea-level pressure and central pressure of the typhoon (lower left in the 1258 

panels) at 0300 JST on October 16: (a) KF5kmMY, (b) CM2kmMY, (c) CM2kmDD, (d) 1259 

CM500mMY, (e) CM500mDD, and (f) CM250mDD. 1260 
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 1261 

 1262 

Fig. 8. The three-hour accumulated precipitation and the maximum (arrows) from 0100 1263 

JST to 0400 JST on October 16: (a) the Radar/Rain gauge-Analyzed Precipitation, (b) 1264 

KF5kmMY, (c) CM2kmMY, (d) CM2kmDD, (e) CM500mMY, (f) CM500mDD, and (g) 1265 

CM250mDD. The unit of the color bar is mm. 1266 

 1267 

 1268 
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 1269 

Fig. 9. Horizontal distribution of the temperature and horizontal wind at the lowest model 1270 

level altitude of 20 m. The upper panels (a1) CM2kmMY, (b1) CM2kmDD, (c1) 1271 

CM500mMY3, and (d2) CM500mDD are at 0100 JST on October 16. The lower 1272 

panels (a2)–(b2) are the same as panels (a1)–(d1) but at 0300 JST on October 16. 1273 

The color bar shows the temperature (in degrees Celsius). 1274 
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 1275 

Fig. 10. Horizontal distribution of the vertical flow (m s-1) at an altitude of 1 km at 0100 1276 

JST on October 16 (a1: CM2kmMY and b1: CM2kmDD) and the vertical cross section 1277 

of the mixing ratio of the cloud water (kg kg−1, contour interval: 0.005, bold contour 1278 

interval: 0.001) and the rainwater (kg kg−1, color shaded) along the line AB in the 1279 

upper panels (a2: CM2kmMY and b2: CM2kmDD). The arrow symbols indicate the 1280 

positions of the simulated front. The lower four panels are the same as the upper four 1281 

panels but for the results of CM500mMY (c1 and c2) and CM500mDD (d1 and d2). 1282 
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 1283 

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10 except at 0300 JST on October 16. 1284 

 1285 
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 1286 

Fig. 12. Vertical cross section of the potential temperature (K) along the line AB in Fig. 10 1287 

at 0100 JST on October 16. The arrow symbols indicate the positions of the simulated 1288 

front. 1289 

 1290 

 1291 

Fig. 13. Vertical profiles of (a) the potential temperature (θ: K), (b) the mixing ratio of the 1292 

water vapor (qv: kg kg−1), (c) the equivalent potential temperature (θe: K), and (d) the 1293 

horizontal wind speed (m s−1). The sampling period is from 0000 JST to 0100 JST on 1294 

October 16. The bold black line and the bold red line are CM500mMY and 1295 

CM500mDD, respectively, in square C in Figs. 5 and 14. The dashed black and red 1296 

lines are CM500mMY and CM500mDD, respectively, in square D. The arrow in panel 1297 

(a) indicates θ at the sea surface in both squares. 1298 
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 1299 

Fig. 14. The equivalent potential temperature (K) at 0100 JST on October 16. The left two 1300 

panels are at an altitude of 20 m, and the right two panels are at an altitude of 1301 

approximately 2 km. Panels (a) and (c) are CM500mMY, and panels (b) and (d) are 1302 

CM500mDD. 1303 

 1304 

 1305 

Fig. 15. The three-hour accumulated precipitation of the SMALL experiments from 0100 1306 

JST to 0400 JST on October 16 for (a) CM2kmMY_small, (b) CM2kmMY_nest, (c) 1307 

CM2kmMY_noBND, (d) CM2kmMY_nest_3hr, (e) CM500mDD_small, (f) 1308 

CM500mDD_nest, (g) CM500mDD_noBND, and (h) CM500mMY_nest_3hr. 1309 

 1310 

 1311 
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 1312 

Fig. 16. The three-hour accumulated precipitation from 0100 JST to 0400 JST on October 1313 

16 for CM500mDD_no_Izu. 1314 

 1315 

 1316 

Fig. 17. The three-hour accumulated precipitation from 0100 JST to 0400 JST on October 1317 

16 using different terrain representations: (a) CM500mDD, (b) CM500mDD_K, (c) 1318 

CM250mDD, and (d) CM250mDD_K. Panels (a) and (c) are enlarged views of Figs. 8f 1319 

and 8g. 1320 

 1321 
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 1322 

Fig. 18. The three-hour accumulated precipitation from 0100 JST to 0400 JST on October 1323 

16 for experiments starting from different initial times. (Upper) Simulations starting at 1324 

0000 JST on October 16: (a) CM2kmMY, (b) CM2kmDD, (c) CM500mMY, and (d) 1325 

CM500mDD. (Lower) Panels (e)–(h) are the same as panels (a)–(d) but for 1326 

simulations starting at 2100 JST on October 16. 1327 

 1328 
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 1329 

Fig. 19. FSS intensity-scale diagrams for (a) KF5kmMY, (b) CM2kmMY, (c) CM2kmDD, (d) 1330 

CM500mMY, (e) CM500mDD, and (f) CM250mDD. The verification period is 2300 JST 1331 

October 15 to 0500 JST October 16. For a description of the panels, see the text. 1332 

 1333 
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 1334 

Fig. 20. Comparison of the FSS values: (a) KF5kmMY and CM2kmMY, (b) CM2kmMY and 1335 

CM2kmDD, (c) CM500mMY and CM500mDD, (b) CM2kmDD and CM500mDD, and 1336 

(d) CM500mDD and CM250mDD. The verification period is 2300 JST October 15 to 1337 

0500 JST October 16. 1338 
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 1340 

Fig. 21. Comparison of the FSS values: (a) CM500mDD and CM500mDD_small, (b) 1341 

CM500mDD and CM500mDD_nest, and (c) CM250mDD_K and CM250mDD. The 1342 

verification period of panels (a) and (b) is 2300 JST October 15 to 0500 JST October 1343 

16, and that of panel (c) is 0200–0500 JST on October 16. 1344 

 1345 


